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Most things are never quite what they seemMost things are never quite what they seem

and one of the tasks of every mental healthand one of the tasks of every mental health

professional is to look below the surface ofprofessional is to look below the surface of

a problem and make sense of what liesa problem and make sense of what lies

underneath. This issue is a good one forunderneath. This issue is a good one for dig-dig-

ging and delving. Maughan & Kim-Cohenging and delving. Maughan & Kim-Cohen

(pp. 301–303) expose the advantages of(pp. 301–303) expose the advantages of

the developmental perspective in under-the developmental perspective in under-

standing continuing child and adult psycho-standing continuing child and adult psycho-

pathology, and Greenpathology, and Green et alet al (pp. 306–313)(pp. 306–313)

reinforce the evidence highlighted by anreinforce the evidence highlighted by an

earlier paper (Arseneaultearlier paper (Arseneault et alet al, 2004) that, 2004) that

cannabis, whether taken currently or incannabis, whether taken currently or in

the past, is associated with higher odds ofthe past, is associated with higher odds of

developing schizophrenia and related dis-developing schizophrenia and related dis-

orders. Digging deeper below psychologicalorders. Digging deeper below psychological

layers, a well-recognised pathogen in medi-layers, a well-recognised pathogen in medi-

cine, the streptococcus, is suggested by Dalecine, the streptococcus, is suggested by Dale

et alet al (pp. 314–319) as the potential cause of(pp. 314–319) as the potential cause of

at least some cases of obsessive–compulsiveat least some cases of obsessive–compulsive

disorder through autoimmune responses indisorder through autoimmune responses in

the central nervous system. Adshead &the central nervous system. Adshead &

Bluglass (pp. 328–333) identify a com-Bluglass (pp. 328–333) identify a com-

pletely different pathology for anotherpletely different pathology for another

apparent compulsion, abnormal illnessapparent compulsion, abnormal illness

behaviour by proxy in mothers, in whichbehaviour by proxy in mothers, in which

insecure attachment behaviour is often ainsecure attachment behaviour is often a

precursor; not an easy problem to treatprecursor; not an easy problem to treat

(Murray(Murray et alet al, 2003), but clearly an early, 2003), but clearly an early

marker for later psychopathology.marker for later psychopathology.

There is, therefore, enough uncertaintyThere is, therefore, enough uncertainty

in the honest presentation of illness toin the honest presentation of illness to

question what appears to be obvious, butquestion what appears to be obvious, but

this is added to by deliberate deceit, orthis is added to by deliberate deceit, or

lying. How gratifying to read from Yanglying. How gratifying to read from Yang

et alet al (pp. 320–325) that we now may have(pp. 320–325) that we now may have

the beginnings of a test for the ‘veracity ofthe beginnings of a test for the ‘veracity of

mendacity’ by examining the amount andmendacity’ by examining the amount and

proportion of prefrontal white matter withproportion of prefrontal white matter with

structural magnetic resonance imaging.structural magnetic resonance imaging.

There must be more subtle changes goingThere must be more subtle changes going

on as well, but this is an excellent start.on as well, but this is an excellent start.

Perhaps it might be considered unfair toPerhaps it might be considered unfair to

expose the novelist, Sebastian Faulks, toexpose the novelist, Sebastian Faulks, to

this test, but he has incurred the ire of onethis test, but he has incurred the ire of one

frequent contributor to thefrequent contributor to the JournalJournal, Tim, Tim

Crow, by attributing Crow’s theory of theCrow, by attributing Crow’s theory of the

origin of psychosis, linking language, gen-origin of psychosis, linking language, gen-

etic mutation and cerebral independence,etic mutation and cerebral independence,

first published with us 10 years ago andfirst published with us 10 years ago and

developed subsequently (Crow, 1995;developed subsequently (Crow, 1995;

Ceccherini-Nelli & Crow, 2003), to hisCeccherini-Nelli & Crow, 2003), to his

fictional psychiatrist, Thomas Midwinter,fictional psychiatrist, Thomas Midwinter,

in his latest book,in his latest book, Human TracesHuman Traces (Faulks,(Faulks,

2005). The midwinter of Crow’s discontent2005). The midwinter of Crow’s discontent

is partly that in 1910, when the action inis partly that in 1910, when the action in

Human TracesHuman Traces takes place, there could betakes place, there could be

no possible way in which a psychiatrist,no possible way in which a psychiatrist,

even of Crow’s equivalent inventive stature,even of Crow’s equivalent inventive stature,

could have developed such a complexcould have developed such a complex

theory. However, Crow is also concernedtheory. However, Crow is also concerned

about the primacy of his theory. People inabout the primacy of his theory. People in

future may come to believe that hefuture may come to believe that he

plagiarised Midwinter’s theory in 1995, orplagiarised Midwinter’s theory in 1995, or

that it was around for years in one formthat it was around for years in one form

or another, when it was, as I know fromor another, when it was, as I know from

personal discussions, the outcome of gen-personal discussions, the outcome of gen-

uinely original thought. The trouble is, asuinely original thought. The trouble is, as

Goebbels once famously said, when a lieGoebbels once famously said, when a lie

is repeated often enough it becomes theis repeated often enough it becomes the

truth. Despite my attempts to widen thetruth. Despite my attempts to widen the

appeal of theappeal of the JournalJournal (Tyrer, 2003), it is(Tyrer, 2003), it is

likely that more people will readlikely that more people will read HumanHuman

TracesTraces than volume 167 of thethan volume 167 of the BritishBritish

Journal of PsychiatryJournal of Psychiatry, and so the word that, and so the word that

Crow is a plagiariser might get around. TheCrow is a plagiariser might get around. The

importance that every journal now attachesimportance that every journal now attaches

to declarations of interest has not yetto declarations of interest has not yet

extended to fiction but it might well doextended to fiction but it might well do

so. However, even this declaration has itsso. However, even this declaration has its

down side. It is a sad fact that almost everydown side. It is a sad fact that almost every

psychiatrist has received some degree ofpsychiatrist has received some degree of

support, overt or covert, from the pharm-support, overt or covert, from the pharm-

aceutical industry, and this is rightly de-aceutical industry, and this is rightly de-

clared in our pages, but the assumptionclared in our pages, but the assumption

that this necessarily creates a conflict ofthat this necessarily creates a conflict of

interest is sometimes unwarranted, as, forinterest is sometimes unwarranted, as, for

example, in Calton’s recent letter to theexample, in Calton’s recent letter to the

journal (Calton, 2005), an apology forjournal (Calton, 2005), an apology for

which appears in this issue (p. 390).which appears in this issue (p. 390).

So please be assured that we at theSo please be assured that we at the

JournalJournal will continue to make everywill continue to make every

attempt to be fair and accurate in our re-attempt to be fair and accurate in our re-

porting and to steer a successful pathporting and to steer a successful path

around the obstacles of fiction, fancy andaround the obstacles of fiction, fancy and

fraud, and, on the few occasions when wefraud, and, on the few occasions when we

stray and collide, that we will admit thesestray and collide, that we will admit these

errors openly.errors openly.

OPENACCESSOPTIONOPENACCESSOPTION
FOR AUTHORSFOR AUTHORS

In the spirit of increasing openness we areIn the spirit of increasing openness we are

allowing the option of immediate generalallowing the option of immediate general

dissemination of articles published in thedissemination of articles published in the

JournalJournal. As a new initiative to maximise. As a new initiative to maximise

access to original research, authors nowaccess to original research, authors now

have the option to make their papers freelyhave the option to make their papers freely

available online from the time of publica-available online from the time of publica-

tion, on payment of an open access charge.tion, on payment of an open access charge.

This charge is currently £2500 (orThis charge is currently £2500 (or

US$4500) per article. The text of other ar-US$4500) per article. The text of other ar-

ticles will become freely available after 12ticles will become freely available after 12

months (as at present).months (as at present).
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